Pioneering the Exploration of the Human Body

Primal’s 3D Real-Time Human Anatomy
Flexible, customizable and web-based, now with
correlative cadaver dissection images.
Primal’s 3D Real-Time Human Anatomy is the ultimate, unrivalled 3D anatomy atlas and
reference tool. You can easily source, construct and share the perfect anatomical view to meet
your curriculum and practice requirements. This interactive and engaging resource combines
a gallery of expert-selected classic anatomy views with intuitive customization tools giving you
complete control to explore and create – in real-time – highly-customized content tailored to
your specific needs – while saving you time.
And, now, our latest enhancement introduces side-by-side cadaver to 3D model correlations sure
to help you and your students optimize cadaver-based learning through interactive, consistent
preparation and assessment – pre, during and post-lab.
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An unrivalled end-to-end solution facilitating the
teaching, learning and understanding of anatomy –
from classroom to practice.
Primal’s 3D Real-Time Human Anatomy
Source, customize and share interactive 3D human anatomy using cutting-edge functionality to engage, educate
and inspire.
Boost Teaching and Curriculum Development. Bring your course materials, presentations, study guides and
assessments to life! Enhance student outcomes through heightened engagement. Confidently source and
construct interactive and dynamic anatomy views essential to meet your curriculum objectives.
Optimize Lab Time and Experience. Maximize your teaching time and cadaver lab investment. Deliver targeted
context and relevance important for effective learning. Ensure your students have consistent preparation and
assessment before, during and after their lab time.
Support Every Learning Style. Utilize and integrate a range of content and customization tools sure to build
confidence and heighten understanding for all types of learners.
Enhance Clinical Practice. Validate diagnosis, enhance treatment planning and amplify patient communications,
education and outcomes.
Primal’s 3D Real-Time Atlas of Human Anatomy delivers the same top-quality, detailed and medically-accurate 3D
models for which our solutions are recognized the world over; reconstructed from real scan data, built and curated
by experts, and peer reviewed by an extensive team of specialists.

Enjoy maximum value for your license:
Efficiently save and export anatomy views from our image gallery or your
customized content – making course preparation easy and cost effective.
Source, construct and share your targeted gallery of anatomy views
– enabling effortless collaboration and increased use across your
institution.
Utilize anytime, anywhere – via a range of devices – through seamless
web-based access.
Partner with Primal Pictures to fully maximize your investment. Rely on
our team for expert consult, training and service.

For more information about how you can
bring 3D Real-Time Human Anatomy to your
organization, please contact your TDS sales
representative today.
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